CREATE YOUR OWN
Mother’s Day Vase!

The Essentials
1. Vinyl
2. Application tape
3. Squeegee
4.Vase
4. Flowers
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Create your own: Mother’s Day Vase!

Cutter and weeding tips
Always test your vinyl before you cut your design. Not only will it save you wasting time re-cutting but it also ensures
you waste less of your material. We’ve used the Roland CAMM-1 GS-24 and some pink vinyl to create our Mother’s
Day vase.
1. Position Vinyl into the cutter.
2. Once positioned, simply press “Test” and the cutter will do the rest! Testing vinyl is an important step as different
vinyl products require different pressure settings. For more information on adjusting your cutter settings, always refer to
your machine’s user manual.
3. Now that you’ve tested the cutter and ensured the pressure is correct and that it weeds properly, it’s time to cut the
artwork.
4. Remove the excess vinyl from around your graphics, use a weeding hook to lift and remove any excess vinyl from
the inside of your graphics. Smaller lettering and designs require more patience and care, don’t rush to weed as you
might accidentally tear your vinyl and need to start again. We also recommend that you cut a few in case you make a
mistake.

Application tape and applying your graphics to the vase
When you’ve finished weeding all you need to do now is place application tape over your design. Using a squeegee
press down so that the front side of the vinyl sticks to the application tape.
When lifting the liner from the vinyl, always check first that the vinyl has stuck to the application tape, otherwise you
might have some of your lettering missing if it hasn’t adhered to the application tape.
When applying the design onto glass, position in the middle or wherever you would like the design to sit. With your
squeegee, press down onto the design and remove the application tape. If any bubbles are present just use your
squeegee to remove them. You can now impress your mother, your mother in-law or even set the kids up with a great
gift to give their mother!
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